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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of detector response

area between p - z and p + z of the normal distribution

area between p - y~ and p + ya of the normal distribution

area between p - 60 and p + 6D of the normal distribution

~/a [see Eq. (l)]

function

effective emission rate (i. e. , the observed count rate in a detector) of a bad pellet

minimum detectable high off - specs pellet effective emission rate

minimum detectable low off - specs pellet effect ive emission rate

effective emission rate of the Jth pellet in a fuel rod [ see Eq. (6)1

length of good fuel on each side of a bad pellet [ see Eq. (7)1

length of the bad pellet

length of the jth pellet in a fuel rod [ see Eq. (6)]

number of detectors measuring the delayed gamma rays from the fuel rod

number of pellets in a fuel rod [ see Eq. (6)]

detector response function [ see Eq. (1)]

observed count rate in the detector from a rod of good or in-specs pellets

minimum detectable high observed count rat e (see Figs. 6, 7, and 8)

minimum detectable low observed count rate (see Figs. 6, 7, and 8)

expected value of the TOC in a time interval At

total observed counts from one detector in a time At—— —

position of the trailing edge of a bad pellet surrounded by good pellets [ see Eqs. (3),
(5), (7), and (8)]

position of the trailing edge of the bad pellet at the beginning of the At time interval
[ see Eqs. (5), (7), and (8)]

position of the trailing edge of the bad pellet at the end of the At time interval [ see
Eqs. (5). (7), and(8)]
position of the trailing edge of the jth pellet [ see Eq. (6)]

.th
position of the trailing edge of the J pellet at the beginning of time interval At
[ see Eq. (6)]

position of the trailing edge of the J“th pellet at the end oft ime interval At [ see Eq. (6)]

rate at which a fuel rod is pushed through the scanning system

dummy variable signifying posit ion in detector response function

rtolerance interval of * y SAt about &At defining region of acceptance (see Fig. 8 )

distance below & At (or above S At) to the tolerance interval around At

distance below ~~t (or above ~~ At) to the tolerance interval around &t for two
measurements in the worst posl on

time interval during which detector counts are integrated

standard deviation

(mean) parameter of a Poisson distribution
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ANALYSIS OF PELLET-TO-PELLET DATA FROM

NUCLEAR REACTOR FUEL ROD SCANNING SYSTEMS

by

R. A. Forster

ABSTRACT

The problem of analyzing a sequence of measured points from a
nuclear reactor fuel rod scanning system to detect a pellet outside of
specific ations is examined in detail. A theory of calculating the expected
values of the measured points is presented which can be applied to any
sy stem with continuous scanning. Simple models are developed to accept
or reject a fuel rod on the basis of the sequence of measured points. As
an example, numerical results for optimizing various operating parame-
ters and determining the sensitivity of a light water reactor fuel pellet-
to-pellet system using the theory and the models are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear reactor fuel rods are composed of

an integer number of fuel pellets cent aining fksile
233U 235

material ( , U, and/or 239PU)0 The length

of each pellet is typically between one and two

times its diameter, depending on the manufacturer

and reactor type; thus, each fuel rod contains on

the order of 100-200 pellets for both fast and ther-

mal reactors. The axial profile of the fissile load-

ing for each rod in a given reactor is specified by

the reactor vendor.

Several quality control problems concern-

ing the pellets arise in the manufacture of fuel

rods. For example. a rod could contain pellets

of a uniform, but different, enrichment than is re-

quired. This problem can be detected by using a

fuel rod assay system to measure the total fissile

content of the rod. A much more difficult situation

to detect is a rod which contains the required

nominal enrichment (s) except for one or more

anomalous pellets.

Until recently, rapid pellet-to-pellet scan-

ning equipment for fuel rods was not available. At

the present time, LASL1s Nuclear Analysis Re-

search Group has installed such a system for fast

reactor fuel at Westinghouse--Hanford Engineering

Development Laboratory (HEDL) and constructed a

prototype system for light water reactor (LWR)

fuel. Both systems detect gamma rays emitted

from the fissile component of the fuel as the basis

for pellet-to- pellet examinat iom

Pellet -to-pellet data can be analyzed in

two basic ways: (1) using a rate meter to yield a

continuous profile, and (2) integrating the ob-

served counts over a time interval At, thereby

producing a sequence of total observed count

(TOC ) points describing the axial fissile profile

of the rod. This report will focus on the second



technique. Several methoda are available to treat

a sequence of numbers, e. g., data smoothing and the

fast Fourier transforrh technique. The purpose of

this report is to discuss simple models by which a

rod is accepted [contains pellets of the required

nominal enrichment (s) ] or is rejected [all pellets

are not of the required nominal enrichment(a)] on

the basis of the sequence of data points. The ecan-

ning procedure is asaumed to be continuous or

stepwise with the length of the step being much

less than the length of a pellet.

LASL~s ~in ~nd ~ellet &say _~stem

(PAPAS) 1 for LWR fuel will be used as the basis

for discussion of the models. The operating char-

acteristics of the system will be examined as a

function of several variables, using the models.

Minimum detectable out-of-specifications (off-

specs ) pellets will be examined using the models

for one or more measurements of the rod.

II. THEORY OF CALCULATING THE MEAS-
URED RESPONSE

A mathematical mcdel of a pellet-to-pellet

scanning system is required to calculate the ex-

pected value of the measured response and to de-

termine the sensitivity of the scan to variations in

the fissile material profile. Three characteristics

of the scanning system are required to predict the

expected value of the measured response: (1) the

detector response R(y) as a function Of position y

in the detector, (2) the observed count rate in the

detector of k counts/ sec from a rod containing

good pellets, and (3) the relative rate of motion

between the rod and the detector.

A. Detector Response Function

The detector response function R(Y) can be

characterized by the full width at half-maximum

(FWHM) of the detector and~~ R(y)dy. The detec-

tor used in PAPAS (see Fig. 1) for the pellet-to-

pellet measurement is a 2- by 2- by ~-in. N~ with

a rod ~-in. diam through-hole to coupt the delayed

gamma rays emitted from the thermal neutron in-

duced fissions in the fuel. The gamma-ray counts

Fig. L Thermal neutron 252Cf fuel rod assay
system with modifications for pellet-to-
pellet scan. The 4He neutron detectors
in the carbon core count the prompt fis-
sion neutrons for total fissile determina-
tion, and the NaI detectors near the fuel
rod exit channel count the delayed gamma
rays for pellet-to-pellet determinant ion.
Direction of fuel rod travel is from right
to left.

are integrated over a time interval of At seconds;

thus, the output of the scan of a rod is available as

a sequence of TOC points as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The response function of the detector,

shown in Fig. 3, was measured at several posi-

tions using a single PWR fuel pellet. The solid

line in Fig. 3 represents the mathematical model

(the Gaussian or normal distribution) used to sim-

ulate the detector respon~e, which is written as

b
R(y) = —

e-b2y2

fi’

(1)

where b = @/a. a = FWHM (1.2 in. ) and y is

the position relative to the center of the detector.

Note that ~-~R (y)dy = 1. Thus, the observed count

rate $ countsl sec is obtained by scaling the inte-

gral of R(y) by &.

.

,
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Fig. 2. (Left) A typical delayed gamma-ray scan of a 40-in. -long 3.37. PWR fuel rod. The lower curve
is a smoothed version of the raw data in the upper curve (the error bars represent 20 uncertain-
ties). Each point represents the total counts accumulated in 0.4 sec for a rod feed rate of 8 ft /rein
(Right) A typical delayed gamma-ray scan of a 66-in. -long 3. 3% PWR fuel rod with pellets of low-
er enrichments interspersed as shown above. The lower curve is a smoothed version of the raw
data in the upper curve (the error bars represent 20 uncertainties). Each point represents the
total counts accumulated in 0.4 sec for a rod feed rate of 8 ft /rein

B. Equations

Several simple examples of reactor fuel

rod pellet configurations are considered to develop

the equations for the TOC. The equations are

written for a general R(y) as well as the specific

case given in Eq. (1).

1. A Stationary Rod of Uniform Pellets.

For a rod of uniform pellets with an observed count
.

rate in the detector of S counts/ see, the TOC in a

time interval At is

(2)

The rod is assumed to be much longer than the

width of the detector and is therefore effectively

infinite in length.

2. A Sin.ale Stationary Pellet. The TOC in

● Experimental points

— Constont x e-bzy’

Fig. 3.

0
y, Distance from the Center of the Detector

Response function of the NaI detector at
the exit of an irradiation channel in
PAPAS.

a time interval At from a single pellet of length L

whose trailing edge (with respect to the direction

of travel) is at position x relative to the center of

the detector and yields k count si sec for a rod is

x+L .

TOC = fi~~x R(y)dydt = ~ (ERF[b(x+L)]- ERF[bx]) , (3)

3



where ERF(Z) is the error function and is given by

Z2
ERF(Z) = 2 e-w dw.

# 1-1o
(4)

3. A Single Moving Pellet. If the pellet is

moving, then the position x is a function of time

[x(t) = x ~ + it and dx = kdt] and Eq. (3) becomes,

by transforming time t to position x, -

.
‘2

x-t-L
TOC=~

[L
R (y)dydx

x xl

2
6.—

~{
“(-l)i b(xi + L) ERF[b(xi + L)]

2kb i. 1

(- bxiERF[ bxi] + ~ e
)1

-b2(xi+L)2- e-b2x: , (5)

*

where x ~ and x2 are the positions of the pellet’s

trailing edge at the beginning and end of the time

interval At amdX is the rate of rod travel (X2 =
.

Xl +x At).

4. A Moving Rod Composed of Different

Pellets. For the general case of a rod composed

of N pellets of different lengths and enrichments,

the TOC in a time At would be

‘&$bj$(-l)i{b(xLj+L$j-
. ERF[b(xi, j + Lj)] - bxi, jERtibxi, j]

(-b2(x.
+~ e

.+Lj)2 - e-b2x;, ,
1, J

))
, (6)

w-
.

where B is the observed count rate for a rod of
j

the jth material,
.th

L, is the length of the J pellet,
.th

and xl, j and x2, , are the positions of the J pel-

let’s trailing edge at the beginning and end of the

4

time interval M. Equation (6) thus allows the ex-

pected value of the measured response to be cal-

culated for any conceivable group of pellets that

comprise a fuel rod.

5. A Moving Rod Cent aining One Anoma-

lous Pellet. The TOC in a time interval At from a

rod composed of a single bad pellet (~ counts/see)

of arbitrary length L surrounded on both sides by

good fuel (~ counts/ see) of length F can be written

from Eq. (6) as

H‘2
xi-L

+& R(y)dydx

‘1 x

As F-.-, Eq. (7) can be written as

[Jl‘2 x ‘2
x+L

TOC=~ ~
H

R(y)dydx + b R (y) dydx
x

‘1 x

m

,,(;+L ]R (y)dydx

. ERF[b(xi + L)] - bxiERF[bxi]

(7)

+ ~ e-b2(xi+L)2 - e-b2x;

( ))
. (8)

W

The remainder of this report will consider

the problem of detecting a bad pellet (b counts/see)

of length L surrounded on both sides by an infinite

length (relative to the detector width) of good pel-

lets (S counts/see), i. e. , examining numerical

solutions of Eq. (8).

.

7
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III. PELLET POSITIONS RELATIVE TO THE
DETECTOR AND At

A pellet will make its largest contribution

to a given TOC point when the pellet has crossed

the cent er of the detector during the time interval

At associated with that point. Figure 4 shows the

two extreme pellet measurement positions (labeled

“best” and “worst”) with respect to the detector

response function.

The best possible position for a single bad

pellet (surrounded by good pellets) to be detected in a

single measurement is for it to be located at the cen-

ter of the detector halfway through the At count-

ing time. as shown in Fig. 4. In the best position,

the bad pellet will make its largest possible contri-

bution to the measured response; therefore, the

minimum detectable off-specs pellet for this posi-

tion is the best that the system can do for one

measurement of duration At seconds.

The worst position for a single measure-

ment of a bad pellet would occur when the pellet

.

Position 0( pellet

Sest

worst

I

Fig. 4. The two extreme (best and worst) pellet
measurement positions with respect to the
detector for a counting time of At. Direc-
tion of travel is from left to right.

is located at the center of the detector at the con-

clusion (or start) of a At counting interval. It is

important to note that the worst position for a pel-

let yields two equivalent measurements of the

pellet.

An average position represents the expected

pellet position, i.e. , halfway between the best and

worst positions.

The models discussed in this report assume

that the measurement which either precedes or fol-

lows a measurement in the best position will most

likely not indicate the presence of the bad pellet.

This is tantamount to requiring that the pellet inthe

best position pass completely through the detector

during the At time interval. This assumption simp-

lifies the analysis since only one measurement in

the best position and, at most, two in the worst

position need to be considered. As is shown later,

this is a valid assumption for the system under

consideration. It is also assumed that in the case

of multiple detectors each detector is identical and

views each pellet in the same position. This is

true for a uniform feed rate with each detector

starting to count when the fuel reaches a given

fixed posit ion relative to the detector.

IV. MODELS

Two simple models will be examined to

determine the ir ability to reject rods with bad

pellets. In the first model. denoted the one-

point model, a single outlying TOC point is used

to classify a rod as a reject. In the second model,

labeled the two-point model, two adjacent points

are used.

A graph representing the behavior of the

observed good count rate ~ (corrected for back-

ground) of uniformly enriched PWR fuel sections

from PAPAS vs
235

U mass in the rod is shown in

Fig. 5. The nonlinearity in the curve is caused by

the self- shielding of the interrogating thermal neu-

trons in PAPAS. The minimum detectable off-

specs pellet rate h of each model and pellet posi-
.

tion will be express$d as a percentage of S rather

5
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.
than an absolute difference from S because the

former is more useful in the nuclear industry.

Figure 5 is needed to transform the minimum de-

tectable count rate differences to minimum detect-
235

able pellet enrichment ( U mass) differences.

PAPAS could have one or more detectors

at the exit end to measure the rods. The cases of

one and multiple detectors will be treated sepa-

rately. The models considered are based only on

“counting statistic”. For instruments where the

square root of the number of counts (~) in a

time interval At is not a good estimate of the

standard deviation of theTOC, measured estimates

should be used. The basic models still apply, and

the estimates based on counting statistics repre-

sent the lower limit of bad pellet detection for an

instrument at the stated level of confidence.

A. One- Point Models

A one-point model is defined as requiring

a single point of the sequence of measured points

for one fuel rod to lie outside of a specified toler-

ance interval about a known nominal mean value of

the TOC points for a specified rod fissile loading

to cause rejection of the rod. The nominal level is

known from standard rod measurements or from

averaging the TOC points of a given rod. This

model is especially well suited for pellets meas-

ured in the beat position. The model must reject

as few good roda and as many bad rods (i. e., rods

containing at least one off-specs pellet) as possible.

The model definition of a minimum detectable off-

specs pellet is the minimum detectable difference

in observed rates between the bad pellet and its

neighbors at a specified level of confidence.

1. One Detector. A simple criterion for

detecting a bad pellet is the follow.lng. Assume

that the expected value for a total (corrected for

background) number of counts observed in At sec-

onds from a rod containing uniform, good pellets

is ~At. The TOC points will be Poisson distributed

with mean $At and variance $At, assuming that no

other random errors are present such aa electronic

drifts, rod positioning, etc. The one-point, one-

detector model is defined so as to interpret any

TCC point which lies outside the “tolerance inter-

val” ~At ● 4* as a measurement which included

a bad pellet, i. e., a pellet u~ike its neighbors~

The number four multiplying the ~~ is an arbi-

trary choice and can be any value desired consist-

ent with good rod rejection criteria. A single

measurement producing a TOC point for good fuel

pellets (more than one pellet contributes to a meas-

urement at a time) will statistically lie outside of

this tolerance interval for O.006347. of all meas-

urements; thus, if the sequence of measured points

for a rod includes 200 points, 1. 27% of the good

rods will be rejected: about one rod out of eighty.

This seems to be a reasonable rejection criterion,

particularly if the rejected rods are remeasured

to determine whether the bad point(s) occur at the

same axial position along the rod. A second false

rejecting point anywhere in the 200-point sequence

would cause O.016 l$?o of the good fuel rods (one rod

●
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in 6220 rods) to be rejected; however. if the second

false rejecting point is required to repeat at the

same position on the rod, then 4.02 x 10-570 of the

good rods (one rod in 2.49 x 106) will be rejected

as faulty. The results of the second measurement

could also be added to the first sequence of TOC

points, if appropriate, to yield a more precisely

(relative) known TOC sequence.

On the other hand, one would like to be

quite certain that a bad pellet will be detected. In

order to satisfy both good and bad rod rejection

criteria, consider the model described in Fig. 6

for a series of TOC points measured by one detec-

tor scanning a fuel rod. A bad pellet with an ob-

served rate (for a rod) of fiH> S (or fiL< ~ ) which

will yield the &~At (or &~At) counts in Fig. 6 will

be detected 97. 73% of the time for a single

measurement because this percentage of the

Poisson (assumed normal) distribution is above

(or below) the 4U tolerance interval of SAt. Once

~ and At are known, ~H (or $ ~) can be determined

such that the relationship of ~HAt (or ~ ~At) to ~At

in Fig. 6 is satisfied. Since the TOC value is

known, fiH (or I!3L) can then be calculated from

Eq. (8) as a function of At, pellet length, rod feed

rate, effective good pellet emission rate &, the

FWHM of the detector, and the position of the bad

pellet as it is being counted. %H (or AL) is de-

fined as the minimum detectable high (or low)

TOC t

Fig. 6.

f
Reject

E

;H At
211~

Upper tolerance limil
4G

Accept 5CLI
4vzI-

Lower tolerance limit
21@-

Reject ~LAt

1

One-point model for rejecting a rod with
one TOC point in the reject region.

observed count rate which will be detected in 97.7370

of the measurements for this model. Any pellet

that is further out of specs than fiH (or fiL) will be

detected by more than 97. 73% of the measurements.

This model can be modified for the worst

pellet measurement position by using the fact that

there are two identical measurements. Since the

expected value of the two points is the same, there

are two chances to produce one point outside of the

~ At + 4~t tolerance interval. The probability

of accepting a bad rod with one minimum detectable

off-specs pellet in two measurements in the worst

position is
()
~ 2 E (1 -0. 9773) where A is the

area between p-z and p+z of the normal distribution

(mean ~HAt or ~ ~At). Solving for A and finding the

appropriate e number to replace the 2 (the multiplier

of ~ and ~) in Fig. 6 yields the equiv~ent

model for two measurements in the worst position,

which is shown in Fig. 7. Thus, even though one

measurement of a bad pellet in the worst position

is not as sensitive as a single measurement in the

best position, the two measurements combined in

the above way approach the best positionts mini-

mum detectable pellet, as shown by the numerical

results in Sec. V.

2. Multiple Detectors. If two or more

detectors (all identical) are located at the exit

end of PAPAS, the additional measurements using

the same At will enable pellets which are less out

TOC t

Fig. 7.

f
Reject

E

1.033~

r4 SAt
Accept

41&x

I .03311qz
Reject

6HAt

Upper tolerance limit

~ At

Lawer tolerance limit

~, At

J
L

One-point model for the two equivalent
measurements in the worst measuring
positiom

7



of apeca than in the one-detector model to be un-

masked. This model is also most applicable to

pellets near the best measuring position because

they are measured just once, but quite well, in

each detector. It is assumed that the observed

rate in all detectors is the same and that there is

no cross-talk between detectors.

Consider Fig, 8. In order to reject a rod,

at least one point at the same axial rod position

from each detector muet be outside and to the same

side of the tolerance interval. The values of y and

6 mu at be determined such that the number of good

rods rejected and the number of bad rods rejected

cent aining a minimum detectable bad pellet (i. e. ,

producing the expected TOC of #HAt or &LAt) are

the same as in the one detector model (O. 0063470

and 97.737’0, respectively).

Gamma (Y) can be found in the following

way. Define AY to be the area of the normal curve

(mean of tit) between YU and -YC. Then the proba-

bility that a good rod will be re.iected is

(1--AY)(+)n-’-where n is the number of

detectors. The’ above expression is set equal to

O. 0000634 and Ay is determined. The value of Y

which yields the corresponding Ay can then be

found from tables of normal distribution central
2

areas.

Delta (6) is determined in a

ner. except that the expression for

TOC t

Fig. 8.

8

similar man-

the probability

Reject

E

~HAt
N/--

r
Upper toleronce limit

Accept
y SAt

~ Al
yf/zF

Lower tolerance limit

8q

Reject 6L At

!

General model for rejection of a rod
which has at least one TOC point in the
reject region.

of rejecting a rod with one TOC point of expected

value ~HAt (or ~ ~At) in a single measurement

[Ab + (1 - A6)/2]n is set equal to 0.977’3. The

results for the ~s and Ys are listed in Table I for

up to five detectors. The third column (Y + 6) iS

a measure of the separation (in standard deviations)

since the ~t ~ ~ (~~) for $At >10000

counts. As the number of detectors increases, the

separation between ~At and ~At (or SLAt) de-

creases and thus the minimum detectable off- specs

pellet observed count rate ~H (or hL) more CIOSelY

approaches the good rate, S.

As in the one-detector case. if the two

equivalent worst measurements are considered,

6 will decrease to the value 6U. The value of 6U

is derived in the appendix for the two- and three-

detector cases, but has not been computed for the

tedious four- and five-detector casee. In Fig. 8,

6W should be used in place of 6 to determine the

minimum detectable off-specs pellet with two

measurements in the worst position. It is assumed

(not proven) that any position between the best and

worst will yield a minimum detectable off-specs

pellet somewhere between that of the best position

using 6 and the worst position using 6W.

3. Modified One- Point Models. In the

case of two or more detectors, 6W in Table I could

be decreased by rejecting rods on adjacent points
th

in different detectors; e. g., the k point from the

TABLE I

VALUES OF Y AND 6 IN THE ONE-POINT MODEL
(FIG. 8) REQUIRED TO KEEP THE GOOD AND BAD

REJECTION RATES CONSTANT

n Y 6 Y+6
—— ——

1 4.000 2.000 6.000

2 2.535 2.275 4.810

3 1.857 2.427 4.284

4 1.440 2.529 3.969

5 1.146 2.604 3.750

6W
Y+6W

——

1.033 5.033

1.416 3.951

1.616 3.473

NDa NDa

NDa NDa

aND = not determined

.

,
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first detector and either the k-l, k, or k+l point

from the second detector would cause rejection.

This model would not affect the results for a pellet

in the best measuring position (because the pellet

effectively influences only one point) but would

allow more rejections for a pellet being measured

near the worst posit ion. Other ramifications of

this model are briefly discussed in the appendix

4. Multiple Detectors as One Detector. If

two or more detectors (all identical) are located at

the channel exit of PAPAS and the detectors are

operated such that each views the same section of

fuel for each TOC point, then the results for each

TOC point can be summed to yield a single series

of TOC points. Thus, the n multiple detectors act
.

as a single detector with a count rate of fi (assum-

ing no cross-talk between detectors and no loss of

signal between detectors), and the models of

Sec. IV. & 1 can be used. This has the advantage

over the multiple detector models in Sec. IV. A. 2

that the good rod rejection rate does not increase

as the number of detectors increases.

B. Two- Point Models

A two-point model will be defined as re-

quiring two adjacent points of the sequence of

measured points to lie outside a specified toler-

ance intervil of a known nominal mean value of

TOC for a certain rcd fissile loading. Clearly,

this model is well suited for pellets being meas-

ured in the worst position since two equivalent

measurements are provided. Conversely, this is

not a reasonable model to use in the best measur-

ing position because it is assumed that only one

TOC point involving the bad pellet is available for

the best position. As in the one-point models, a

good and a bad point (indicating a minimum detect-

able off-specs pellet) rejection rate of 0. 1)0634~0

and 97. !’3Y0, respectively, will be used.

L One Detector. The one-detector ver-

sion of the two-point model will reject a rod if any

two adjacent points lie outside and on the same

side of the tolerance interval. To keep the speci-

fied good and bad rod rejection criteria, the Y and

6 in Table I for n=2 must be used. The resulting

two-point one-detector model is shown in Fig. 9.

Comparing Fig. 9 with Fig. 7 reveals that for the

worst pellet measurement position the two-point,

one-detector model is slightly superior to the one-

point, one-detector model because the absolute dif-

ference between &At and ~fft (or ~LLt) is less (the

value of Y decreased more than the value of ~ in-

creased).

2. Multiple Detectors. In the two-Poifi,

multiple detector model two adjacent points both

outside on the same side of the tolerance interval

must occur in each of the detector TOC points at

the same place in the sequence. The Y and 6 in

Fig. 8 can be determined as in previous cases.

The probability of rejecting a good point (0. 0000634)

‘s (’--%)(+)2n-1‘or‘detectors.‘lving
the’expre~s~on for {he Ay between O and 1 enables

Y to be found. Similarly, the probability of reject-

ing a bad rod with a measured TOC of ~At (or

‘LAQ4w2n which is set equal toL’O.9773.

Finding & ~lo~s 6 to be determined. Table II

shows the results for up to three detectors (6Wis

used instead of 6 because only the worst measure-

ment case applies in two-point models because a

pellet in the best measuring position is assumed to

be measured only once). Comparing the Y and 6U

in Tables I and II shows that analyzing the sequence

of data points using a two-point model will increase

I

TOC t

Fig. 9.

Reject

E

2.275 ~

2.535 ~ SAt
Accept

2.535=

2.275 ~

Reject

Upper tolerance limit

~ At

Lower !deronce limit

Two-point, one-detector model which re-
quires two adjacent TOC points to lie in
the same reject region.
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TABLE II

VALUES OF YAND 6WFOR THE TWO- POINT MODEL
TO KEEP THE GOOD AND BAD PELLET

REJECTION RATES CONSTANT

n Y 6W— Y+6LU

1 2.535 2.275 4.810

2 1,440 2.529 8.969

3 0.924 2.665 9.589

the probability of detecting an off-specs pellet in

the worst position for a system with a single detec-

tor; however, if the system has two or more de-

tectors, a two-point model will not detect off-specs

pellets as well as the one-point model because the

model is too restrictive.

v. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Using the previously described models and

definitions, several quantities may be examined

by solving Eq. (6) numerically. The minimum

detectable high or low off-specs pellet for a given

system is found as follows:

1)

2)

~H is determined from the equation

~At + yfit = ~HAt - 6~t using the

methods of linear iteration3 where ~,

At, Y, and 6 are known quantities (see

Fig. 8). ~L is determined from the

above expression wit h ~L replacing ~.

-Y replacing Y, and 6 replacing -b.

The minimum detectable pellet rate bH

(or &L) is determined from Eq. (8)

where TOC = ~HAt (or &LAt) and every

quantity is known except f3. I!3is deter-

mined from the regula falsi metho~3

and is defined to be ~H (or I!IL). the

minimum off- specs pellet which will be

detect ed by 97.73’7. of all measurements.

PAPAS has the following characteristics:

1)

2)

the detector response function has a

FWHM of 1.2 iw, and

typical rod feed rates are 1.6 iu /see

(8 ft/min) which yields an & of* 90000

counts / sec for a 37%enriched PWR fuel
252

rod using a 400 pg Cf neutron source.

Typical pellet lengths are O,6 im for PWR

and BWR fuel (newer nuclear reactor designs will

have smaller pellet lengths). The numerical re-

sults presented in this section illustrate the effect

of changes in some of the system parameters on

the minimum detectable off- specs pellet rate fiH

(or I!IL). The relative deviation of the minimum

detectable high and low off-specs pellet from & are

virtually identical, wit h the low pellet being slightly

easier to detect. Relative deviationa are examined

rather than absolute deviations becauae the former

is more useful in this application In addition, one

is able to get a feeling as to the effect of changes

in other types of fuel rod scanning systems which

have characteristics within the range examined

here.

A. One-Point Models

1. One Detector. One quantity which must

be optimized is the time interval At during which

delayed gamma-ray counts are accumulated from

the detector. An optimum At should exist bec’ause

as At tends to zero, the relative statistics of a

TOC point become quite poor, and as At tends to

itilnity, the bad pellet will only be in the detector

window for a small fraction of the time interval At,

which would make it difficult to detect. Figure 10

shows the minimum detectable off- specs pellet
●

relative to the good counting rate S as a function

of At for several values of & Each pellet position

has a different optimum At--independent of S--to

maximize the sensitivity of the measurement, The

optimum times are O.95 sec for the best pellet

measuring position, O. 80 sec for the average, and

O.45 sec for the worst (each case to the nearest

O. 05 sec increment). Notice that the distance of

travel for a pellet in the best measuring position

is (Oe 95 see) x (1. 6 im /see) = 1.52 in. , which h

about 1.25 times the detector FWHM. This repre-

sents the portion of the detector which has the

largest response. It is important to note that for

the worst measuring position, the optimum At is

10
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Fig. 10. Minimum detectable off-specs pellet as
a function of the counting time At for
various pellet moeasuring positions and
three values of S.

equ~ to one-h~f of the optimum At for the best

measuring position; therefore, the expected value

of the sum of the two worst measurement TOC

points with its optimum At would equal that of the

best TOC point for the optimum At of the best

position. The optimum At for the middle position

shows that the nonlinearity in the detector re-

sponse resulta in a nonlinearity of optimum At as

a function of position of the pellet during measure-

ment.

In order to choose an optimum At for the

system, independent of pellet measurement posi-

tion, notice that the best and middle curves are

reasonably flat over a large At increment in Fig. 10;

thus an optimum At would appear to be in the O.6-

to O.7- sec range because the worst, average, and

best curves have not yet become much larger than

their respective minimums. Figure 11 shows this

in a different way: each of three pellet measur-

ing positions (B, M, W) ia shown for each of the

three optimum times. It is clear that the minimum

detectable off- specs pellet for the three positions

is quite sensitive to the At chosen A At of O.6 sec

will be chosen as optimum for the system since

this At minimizes the product of the minimum de-

tectable off-specs pellets for the best and the worst

cases.

15 1

‘-— A?=O.45 SK [Opt for W)

— At =0.80 sec (opt for M)
12-

ZJ

< B = Best pellet position
g19 -
c M. Averoge pelle! position

2
~

‘~ 6 -

0

3 -
BBMMBMW WW

I I I I I I 1 t 1 I

0024681012 141618;

Min Detectable Off-specs Pellet Relative to s (%)

r)

Fig. 11. ~ vs the minimum detectable off- specs
pellet for three pellet measuring posi-
tions and three values of the counting
time At.

The above discussion, which was for

O. 6-in. -long pellets, can be generalized to pellets

of any length as shown in Fig. 12. The general

trend, as one might expect, is that the optimum At

for detecting a single pellet increases as the pellet

length increases. For small pellet lengths, the

optimum At approaches an asymptotic value be-

cause the FWHM of the detector is much greater

than the length of the pellet. Again, the optimum

At is independent of the effective good pellet emis-
.

sion rate S, and the optimum At for the best posi-

tion is twice that of the worst position.

~ 1.4

r“’”:

FWHM.1.2in.
;

k.1.6in./sec

2 ‘2

:’0 __~7L~0.8 _-

/3
00 , t 1 , , ! 1 , I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.S Lo 1.2 1.4 1.6 I .8 2.0

pellet Length (in.)

Fig. 12. Optimum counting time interval At as a
function of the pellet length for three
pellet measuring positions.
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Fig. 13. ~ vs the minimum detectable off- specs
pellet for various pellet lengths in the
best measuring position.

The effect of pellet length on the minimum

detectable off- specs pellet for the best and worst

measuring positions for a single measurement is

shown in Figs. 13 and 14 for their respective op-

timum Ats. These figures clearly show that the

longer the pellet is, the smaller the deviation of

the bad pellet from the good pellets to be detected

for a specified ~. As an example, a O.6-in. -long

bad pellet in the best position surrounded by good

pellets with an ~ of 90000 counts/see must deviate

from ~ by at least * 6. 2% to be detected with this

15 1

FWHM x 1,2 in.
12 -

z At=O.45 SCC

$

:9
c

{
:6

a

3

1,8 1.4

I t 1 !

00246
t , , t 1 , I

xl

Min Detectable Of?- SPI$S Pe;et R~ativ~to S &)

Fig. 14. ~ vs the minimum detectable off-specs
pellet for various pellet lengths for a
single measurement in the worst posi-
t ion.

model; i. e., a O. 6-in.- long bad pellet in the best

position with a fi of ~ 95580 or ~ 84420 counts/see

would be detected by ~ 97.73’70 of the measurements.

The minimum detectable deviations of two or three

consecutive O.6-itL -long bad pellets in the best po-

sition would have fis of + 3. 3qo and 2. 4%. respec-

tively, from an ~ of 90000 countslsec.

For one, two, or three consecutive bad pel-

lets in the worst position, the minimum detectable

deviations from an ~ of 90000 Countsi Sec for one

measurement using this model wo~d be + 8. 8%,

+ 4. 7%, and * 3. 49%.respectively, as shown in

Fig. 14. This effect saturates as the pellet length

approaches about two FWHM of the detector.

It is important to note that to translate the

percentage deviation from ~ into percent mass or

enrichment deviation, a curve similar to Fig. 5

must be used; i. e. , any nonlinearities in the re-

sponse as a function of mass or enrichment must

be taken into account.

The effect of varying the fuel rod feed rate

is shown in Fig. 15 for PAPAS measuring rods

composed of O.6-in. -long pellets. As expected,

there is more sensitivity at slower feed rates for

a given ~. (In an instrument like PAPAS, ~ will

change slowly as k changes because the time for

k
I

‘\ ‘, ‘\
\\ \\
\
\ ‘\\ ‘~,\\ \ ~,\ ~, ~,\\ N, ~,

\\
‘. ‘\,

‘. ‘. -.
‘. -.

X (in./sec)
‘...-.’~’.s-

❑es! nnsif ion 04 OR 17 !G 9n. ---.,-,-. -. --- . .. ... ---
Wursl posmn 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

I , t 1

00246
I 1 1 1 I ,

Min Detectable 0~-sp& f+$et Rfiotiv~to $’&)
)

Fig. 15. ~ vs the minimum detectable off-specs
pellet for various rod feed rates ~- with
pellets in the best (At = O. 95 see) and
the worst (single measurement with At =
0.45 see) measuring positions.

.

v
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irradiation and resultant decay of the delayed

gamma rays changes-- this effect must be consid-

ered. ) For example, the minimum detectable de-

viation for a bad pellet in the best measuring posi-

tion moving at 2, 4, and 8 ft/min would be * 3. 1%,

* 4047., and + 6. 2~O<of90000 counts/see: the mini-

mum detectable percentage for the worst position

would be * 4.470, + 6. 27!0,and * 8. 8%, respec-’

tively. These results are for the optimum At of

each case. Note the linear relationship between

the good count rate ~ and the fuel rod feed rate;

e. g., the same relative percentage of S is the

minimum detectable bad pellet for ~ = 30000

counts/see, % = O.4 in. /see, and for ~ = 150000
.

counts/see, X = 2 in. /sec. There is also a two-

to-one relationship between the best and worst po-

sitions ai their respective optimum times be-

cause the ratio of the best to worst optimum Ats

is two.

Several questions concerning the detector

FWHM are important; e. g. , what effect does the

FWHM have on sensitivity? Figure 16 shows that

for a good pellet count rate of ~, the sensitivity

decreases as the detector FWHM increases. The

optimum Ats were used for thebest and worst meas-

uring positions. In the actual case, a broader de-

Uif

~= 1.6 in./scc

Pellet length z 0.6 in.
12 - — Best position

-ij ---- Worst position

:9 -
c
3

~

~0 6 -

T
.U1

3 - FWHM (in.)
Best position 0.5
Worst pos, tion 0.5

00
, , , ,

t$lin D~iecta%le O~f-sp~cs P~let R’kivStO S’&’
20

Fig. 16. ~ vs the minimum detectable off-specs
pellet for various FWHM of the detector
response function for pellets in the best
(At = O. 95 see) and the worst (single
measurement with At = O.45 see) meas-
uring positions.

— eest pellet position

----- Worst pellet position

X. 1.6 in.lsec

Pellel
length (in.)

I .6

1.2

0.6 ‘-

I
00

t [ t 1 1

0.6 1.2 1.s 2.4 3.0

Detector FWHM (in.)

Fig. 17. Optimum counting time interval At vs the
FWHM of the detector response function
for various lengths of pellets in the best
and worst measuring positions.

tector would also result in a larger count rate, and

thus the question of what is the optimum size detec-

tor for a given pellet length must be considered for

individual cases. This will not be attempted here.

It is interesting to note, however, that the mini-

mum detectable off- specs pellet is the same if the

FWHM and & are proportionaL It is possible that

doubling the detector thickness will cause the

FWHM to increase by less than a factor of two be-

cause of the leakage into the sides of the crystal.

In this case, a thicker crystal can be more sensi-

tive if Poisson statistics are valid at the higher $.

It is also of interest to examine the opti-

mum times for the best and worst counting posi-

tions as a function of the detector FWHM for sev-

eral pellet lengths. Figure 17 shows that the ratio

of the best to worst optimum Ats is two throughout

the range of detector FWHM and pellet length.

Thus, the absolute difference between best and

worst optimum Ats increases making the selection

of an optimum system M more difficult.

A plot of the optimum Ats for the best and

worst measuring positions as a fhnction of rod

feed rate is shown in Fig. 18. As might be ex-

pected, the optimum At for a feed rate of 2%is dou-

ble the optimum At for a feed rate of 22%because

there is an optimum distance a pellet should travel

in the detector to produce the minimum detectable

off- specs pellet with this model.
13
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Fig. 18. Optimum counting ~ime interval At vs the
fuel rod feed rate X for various lengths
of pellets in the best and worst measur-
ing positions.

2. Multiple Detectors. When more than

one detector is used to scan a fuel rod and all de-

tectors used are identical, the difference between

~At and ~At (or ~LAt) decreases as shown by

Fig. 8 and Table L In the case of one measure-

24 1

111 ‘~’ ‘‘

I,!\\
1 I I I
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/ p

ll\
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Number
of detectors

15-1
54
2—
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II
II ii

\l Al= 0.6sec
,,!~

FWHM =1.2 in.
*I % =1.6 in./sec

~z Pellet Iem$h = 0.6 in.

IT’

1.
,1 ---- Worst pellet
I \3
\\\\

pesil ion

11,1 — Best pellet
\\, \ position

\\\\, . One measuremerd ot

1
00

I I I I 1 1 I

2 4 6 B 10 12 14
Min Detectable Off-Specs Pellet Reloliveto 5 (o/cl

Fig. 19. ~ vs the minimum detectable off-specs
pellet for one or more identical detec-
tors each viewing the pellet in the best
or worst (single measurement) meas-
urement position.
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ment in either the best or worst position, Fig. 19

shows the increase in sensitivity for normal oper-

ating conditions for PAPAS, including M = O.6 see,

as the number of measurements increases; e. g.,

the minimum detect able off- specs pellets in the
.

best position (S = 90000 countsl see) for one, two,

three, and five measurements are * 6.670, * 5. 3%.

+ 4. 7%, and * 4. 10/0, respectively. The minimum

detectable off- specs pellets for one measurement

in the worst position are * 9. O%, * 7. 2%s * 6. 4$’ow

and * 5.670, respectively. By taking the second

measurement in the worst position into account,

the minimum detectable off- specs pellet in the

worst position decreases to * 7. 5%# * 5. 9’% and

& 5.27’ for one, two, and three detectors as shown

in Fig. 20. The cross-hatched bands in Fig. 20

are the range of the least off-specs pellet that can

be detected by PAPAS with the one-point model

for one, two, and three detectors. It is reasonable

Minimum Detectobls Off -Specs Pellet (relotlve to ~ ) %

Fig. 20. 6 vs the minimum detectable off-specs
pellet for one or more identical detec-
tors for a good rod rejection rate of
1. zv~o (200 TOC points per rod) and a
bad point rejeotion rate of 97.7370.

.



to assume that any off-specs pellet not in the worst

position when measured will be more easily detec -

ted with the one-point model than if it were in the

worst position and received two identical measure-

ments. The range of minimum detectable pellets

for one, two, and three detectors is * 6.6 to 7. 5%,,

& 5.3 to 5. y~o, and * 4. V to 5. 2%. Clearly. sig-

nificant gains in sensitivity are made by adding de-

tectors.

3. Multide Detectors as One Detector.

Greater gains in sensitivity are made by summing

each TOC point at a specified position on the rod

from each detector. For example, for ~ = 90000

counts/ see, two detectors summed to yield an
.

equivalent S = 180000 counts/ see, the minimum

detectable off- specs pellet in the best position is

4. 7% and in the worst position (two measurements)

is 5. 3%. This improvement over the range of 5.3%

to 5.9’7. for two detectors in the previous section

is because the good and bad rod rejection rates

are not changed; i. e. , only one TOC sequence is

considered for the two detectors. Thus, summing

the detector responses is preferred to treating the

data separately for the models described.

B. Two- Point Models

Because of its limited applicability (i. e.,

only to pellets measured near the worst position),

no calculations were performed; however, the

minimum detectable pellet for the worst case for

two identical measurements would be nearly the

same for the one- and two-point models (compare

the Y and 6Wcolumns in Tables I and II).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Several models which should be relatively

simple to implement on a scanning device have

been examined. The models are based on “count-

ing statistics” and represent the lower limit of the

sensitivity of a scanning instrument. The TOC

points could be analyzed with either the one- or

two-point model or both There is little to be

gained, however, by using the two-point model

when a pellet in the best measuring position begins

and ends the At interval outside of the detector (or

nearly so) because the pellet is effectively meas-

ured only once. The minimum detectable off- specs

pellet rates A are listed in Table III as a function

of good pellet rate ~ and the number of detectors.

The band of sensitivity is between the best and the

worst (two identical measurements) measuring

positions. Summing the TOC from multiple detec-

tors at a given point increases the sensitivity of

the instrument for the examples considered.

Even though the models are idealized, they

do provide a basis to examine the sensitivity of a

pellet-to-pellet system as a function of several

system parameters. It is important to note that

the good fuel will not be completely uniform be-

cause the fuel itself will vary” over a certain range

due to manufacturing processes. Consider Fig. 2L

If @t represents the nominal value and the varia-

tion in the fuel is a small fraction of the toIerance

r-interval at * Y SAt, then the models as discussed

are applicable; however, a larger fraction of good

rods will be rejected because the normal distribu-

tion will not necessarily be symmetric with re-

spect to the tolerance interval. The minimum de-

tectable bad pellet will increase or decrease by

some small amount, but, on the average, the re-

sults for the models will apply.

If the expected manufacturing variations in

the good fuel content are a sizable fraction of the

Reject

L Upper toleronce limit

“byti~At
Expected range (

of good fuel ~- $At (nominol fuel )

*
Lower toleronce limit

Reject

J

Fig. 21. General model for acceptance or rejec-
tion of a rod containing fuel with a vari-
ation which is small with respect to the
tolerance interval.
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TABLE III

MINIMUM D~TECTABLE OFF-SPECS PELLET RELATIVE
TO S (%) USING THE ONE-POINT MODELa

Number of Posit ion of Pellet i
Detectors Measurement 3OK 60K 120K 150K 180K90K _ _ —

.— ——

1 best 11.5 8.1
worst (1 mess) 15.6 11.0
worst (2 mess) 13.0 9.2

2 best 9.2 6.5
worst (1 mess) 12.5 8.8
worst (2 mess) 10.2 7.3

3 best 8.2 5.8
worst (1 mess) 1101 7.9
worst (2 mess) 9.0 6.4

4 best 7.6 5.4
worst (1 mess) 10.3 7.3

5 best 7.2 5.1
worst ( 1 mess) 9.7 6.9

6.6
9.0
7.5

5.3
7.2
5.9

4.7
6.4
5.2

4.4
5.9

4.1
5.6

5.7
7.7
6.5

4.6
6.2
5.1

4.1
5.5
4.5

3.8
5.1

3.6
4.8

5.1
6.9
5.8

4.1
5.6
4.6

3.6
4.9
4.0

3.4
4.6

3.2
4.3

4. ‘7
6.3
5.3

3.7
5.1
4.2

3.3
4.5
3.6

3.1
4.2

2.9
4.0

aAt = O. 6 sec. FWHIVI . 1.2 in., ~ = 1.6 in. /sec. pellet length = O.6 in. ; probabil-
ity of point rejection because of minimum detectable pellet = O. 9773 and probabil-
ity of good point rejection is O.0000634 for all cases.

. rSAt * Y SAt tolerance interval, then the one- and

two-point models could be modified as shown in

Fig. 22 where kAt and fiAt are the extremes of

what is termed good fuel.

Without questiow more sophisticated

schemes can be used to analyze the data and to

establish the number of bad pellets observed and

how much out-of-specs these pellets are. It is

hoped, however, that the models discussed here

make the problem of scanning a fuel rod for an

off-specs pellet easier to visualize and serve as

a basis for further development of pellet-to-pellet

analysis.
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Fig. 22. General model for acceptance or rejec-
tion of a rod containing fuel with varia-
tions which are an appreciable fraction
of the tolerance interval shown in Fig. 21.
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APPENDIX

THE ONE- POINT MODEL FOR THE WORST MEASURING POSITION
FOR TWO AND THREE DETECTORS

Consider the case of a bad pellet being

measured in the worst position (see Fig. 4). TWO

identical measurements of the bad pellet will then

be made. There are two possibilities for each

measurement: the point is either outside (0) the

acceptance tolerance interval, or it is inside (I)

the tolerance interval. Figure A-1 shows the

possibilities for a high and low pellet. In each

case, it is assumed that a TOC point with mean

~HAt (or ~LAt) has such a small probability of be-

ing outside the tolerance interval on the low (high)

side as to not be possible.

For the two equivalent measurements,

there are a total of four possibilities for each de-

tector: 01, IO, 00, II. For n detectors, there

would be 4n different combinations. The proba-

bility of a point being an O (lying outside the toler-

ance interval) is Ab + (1 - A6)/2 = (1 + A6)/2

where A is the area of a normal distribution ofb
mean p between P-65 and p+60 (u is the standard

deviation of the distribution with mean ~). The

probability of a point being an 1 (lying insitie the

tolerance interval) is ( 1 - A6 )/2. Thus, the prob-

abilitiess for 01, IO, 00, and 11, respectively, are

(1 +A6)(I - A6)/4, (1 - A6)(1 + A6)/4, (1 + A6)2/4,

and ( 1 - A6 )2/4. With these probabilities estab-

lished, the probability of rejecting a rod using the

one-point model for two and three detectors can be

t

High Pellet Low Pellet

Fig. A-1. Models for a high and low pellet where
O means outside the region of accept-
ance and I means inside the region of
acceptance.

determined (the probability for one detector has

been described in Fig. 7).

I. TWO DETECTORS

The sample space for two detectors is

shown in Fig. A-2. The r, which signifies a re-

jectio~ occurs when two O points are at the same

position in the TOC point sequence.

Detector 1

I 01 IO 00 II

01 r@ r a

10 @r r a
Detector 2

00 rrra

-iI a a a a

Fig. A-2. Sample space for two detectors with r
being a rejection and a being an acce~t-
ante.

By summing the seven probabilities of rejection,

the total probability of rejection Pr{r} is

Pr{r) = & (7 + 12A6 + 2A62 - 4A; - A64). (A- 1)

The total probability of accepting the rod as good

for the two worst measurements, Pr{a], is

Pr{a) = ~ (9 - 12A6 - 2A62 + 4A: + A64)

= 1 - Pr{r). (A-2)

Thus, when either Pr[r) or l+{ a) is known, A6

can be found (there is only one real root between O

and 1) along with the associated 6. For Pr{r] =

O. 9773, Ab = O.84301 and the associated 6W= 1.416,

as listed in Table I.

If a modified one-point model were used

(i. e. , adjacent O’s would also cause rejection),

the circled a’s in Fig. A-2 should be r!s. Equa-
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tions similar to Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2) can then be

found and ~ determined.

II. THREE DETECTORS

The sample space for three detectors con-

tains 64 elements (43=64) and is shown in Fig. A-3.

The r occurs when three O points are at the same

position in the TOC point sequence.

The total probability of rejection Pr{ r]

(found by summing the fifteen r components) is

Prb’] = (15 + 42A6 + 33A62 - 4A63 - 15~4

- 6A; - A66)/64 . (A-3)

The probability of acceptance Pr(a] for the two

points is

Pr{a} = (49 - 42% - 33A; + 4A; + 15A:

+ 6A65 + A66)/64 . (A-4)

Again, the sum of Pr[ r] and Pr{ a] iS unitY. There

is only one real root between O and 1. For Pr[r] =

O. 9773, A6 = O.89392 and ~u= L 616, as listed in

Table I.

The circled a!s in Fig. A-3 would become

r!s if a modified one-point model were used.

Equations similar to Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4) can then

be found and 6 determined.

DETECTOR 3:01

Detector 1

I 01 IO 00 II
01

10
Detector 2 0(

II Iaa aa

DETECTOR 3:00

01
10

Detector 2 00

II

Detector 1

Detector 2

01 IO 00 II

r@ra

arra

r r r
Detector 2

a

a a a a

DETECTOR 3:10

Detector 1

10IIOOo II

oil@ @@a
.10 @r r a

00 @rra

11 aa aa

DETECTOR 3:11

F
IO

00

H

Detector 1

01 IO 00 II

a a a a

a a a a

a a a a

a a a a

Fig. A-3. Sample space for three detectors.

ALT:458(I.10)
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